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Abstract
A new method for discrete sampling of signals with applications to separation of
interfering wavefields is presented. By utilizing a periodic sequence of source
signatures along one source line, the wavefield becomes separately visible in different
parts of the spectral domain where it can be isolated from interfering signals,
processed, and subtracted from the original recordings, thereby separating the
wavefields from each other. The concept is referred to as signal apparition which we
suggest refers to “the act of becoming visible”. We anticipate a broad range of
applications of the new sampling approach including simultaneous source separation,
seismic interference cancellation, residual shot noise attenuation, modeling of
wavefields and source-side deghosting. We illustrate seismic apparition on a finite-
difference modelled simultaneous source acquisition example.

 

 

Fig 1. Illustration of wavefield signal data gathers (in ωk). (a, left): Conventional
acquisition. (b, right): Acquisition following the principles of signal apparition.

Table  1. Mapping of signal to cone centred at k = 0 (scaled by the filter  H+ ) and cone
centred at k = kN   (scaled by the filter  H− ) for different choices of  A (ω ) for signal

apparition in equation (2). 
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Fig 2. Simultaneous source example. Left: Firing time perturbations. Middle:
Simultaneous source common receiver gather. Right: Separated data for one of the

sources.
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